Introduction
In these lectures we shall introduce rigid supersymmetry, supergravity (which is the gauge theory of supersymmetry) and superspace, and apply the results to BRST quantization. We assume that the reader has never studied these topics. For readers who want to read more about these "super" subjects, we give a few references at the end of this contribution, but the whole point of these lectures is that one does not need additional references for a self-contained introduction. The reader should just sit down with paper and pencil. We could have decided to begin with the usual models in 3 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space with coordinates x, y, z and t; this is the standard approach, but we shall instead consider a much simpler model, with only one coordinate t. We interpret t as the time coordinate. For physicists, the 3 + 1 dimensional models are the ones of interest because they are supposed to describe the real world. For mathematicians, however, the simpler model may be of more interest because the basic principles appear without the dressing of physical complications. Let us begin with three definitions which should acquire meaning as we go on.
Supersymmetry is a symmetry of the action (to be explained) with a rigid (constant) anticommuting parameter 1 (usually denoted by ǫ) between bosonic (commuting) and fermionic (anticommuting) fields (again to be explained). It requires that for every bosonic particle in Nature there exists a corresponding fermionic particle, and for every fermionic particle there should exist a corresponding bosonic particle. So supersymmetry predicts that there are twice as many particles as one might have thought. One may call these new particles supersymmetric particles. These supersymmetric particles will be looked for at CERN (the European high-energy laboratory) in the coming 8 years. So far not a single supersymmetric particle has been discovered: supersymmetry is a theoretical possibility, but whether Nature is aware of this possibility remains to be seen. 2 Supergravity is the gauge theory of supersymmetry. Its action is invariant under transformation rules which depend on a local (space-and time-dependent) anticommuting parameter ǫ(x, y, z, t), and there is a gauge field for supersymmetry which is called the gravitino field. It describes a new hypothetical particle, the gravitino. The gravitino is the fermionic partner of the graviton. The graviton is the quantum of the gravitional field (also called the metric). The astonishing discovery of 1976 was that a gauge theory of supersymmetry requires gravity: Einstein's 1916 theory of gravity (called general relativity) is a product of local supersymmetry. Phrased differently: local supersymmetry is the "square root of general relativity", see (3.18) . (Likewise, supersymmetry is the square root of translation symmetry, see (2.26)). Superspace. In Nature fields can be divided into bosonic (commuting) fields and fermionic (anti-commuting) fields. This is one of the fundamental discoveries of the quantum theory of the 1920's. The anticommuting fields are described by spinors and the bosonic fields by tensors according to the spin-statistics theorem of the 1930's. (Spinors and tensors refers to their transformation properties under Lorentz transformations). One can also introduce in addition to the usual coordinates x µ anticommuting counterparts θ α . The space with coordinates x and θ is called superspace. In the case of a four-dimensional Minkowski space (our world) there are four coordinates (x, y, z and t) and also four θ's, namely θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 4 , but in other dimensions the number of x's and θ's are not the same.
3 These θ's are Grassmann variables [1] , for example θ 1 θ 2 = −θ 2 θ 1 and θ 1 θ 1 = 0. In our case we shall have one x µ (namely t) and one θ α (which we denote by θ). In superspace one can introduce superfields: fields which depend both on x and θ.Because θ 2 = 0, the superfields we consider can be expanded as φ(t, θ) = ϕ(t) + θψ(t). This concludes the three definitions.
Supersymmetric quantum field theories have remarkable properties. Leaving aside the physical motivations for studying these theories, they also form useful toy models. We present here an introduction to supersymmetric field theories with rigid 1 Technically: a Grassmann variable. "Constant" means "independent of the spacetime coordinates x, y, z and t".
2 This is not the first time a doubling of the number of particles has been predicted. In 1931 Dirac predicted that for every fermionic particle a fermionic antiparticle should exist, and these antiparticles were discovered in 1932. We consider in these lectures only real fields, and the particles corresponding to real fields are their own antiparticles. Hence in these lectures the notion of antiparticles plays no role. 3 The x µ transform as vectors under the Lorentz group while the θ α transform as spin 1/2 spinors.
and local supersymmetry, both in x-space and in superspace, in the simplest possible model 4 . To avoid the complications due to "Fierz rearrangements" (recoupling of four fermionic fields A, B, C, D from the structure (AB)(CD) to (AD)(CB)) 5 we consider one-component (anticommuting) spinors. Then (AB)(CD) is simply equal to −(AD)(CB). The simplest case in which spinors have only one component is a one-dimensional spacetime, i.e., quantum mechanics. The corresponding superspace has one commuting coordinate t and one anticommuting coordinate θ. Both are real.
We repeat and summarize: one can distinguish between rigidly supersymmetric field theories, which have a constant symmetry parameter, and locally supersymmetric field theories whose symmetry parameter is an arbitrary space-time dependent parameter. For a local symmetry one needs a gauge field. For supersymmetry the gauge field has been called the gravitino. (The local symmetry on which Einstein's theory of gravitation is based is diffeomorphism invariance. The gauge field is the metric field g µν (x)). Gauge theories of supersymmetry (thus theories with a local supersymmetry containing the gravitino) need curved spacetime. In other words, gravity is needed to construct gauge theories of supersymmetry, and for that reason local supersymmetry is usually called supergravity. In curved space the quanta of the metric g µν are massless particles called gravitons. They are the bosonic partners of the gravitinos. Neither gravitons nor gravitinos have ever been directly detected. Classical gravitational radiation may be detected in the years ahead, but the gravitons (the quantized particles of which the gravitational field is composed) are much harder to detect individually. The detection of a single gravitino would have far-reaching consequences.
In the last chapter we quantize the supergravity action which we obtained in chapter 3. There are several methods of quantization, all in principle equivalent, but we shall only discuss the BRST method. It yields the "quantum action", which is the action to be used in path integrals. This method has a beautiful and profound mathematical structure, and that is one of the reasons we chose to include it.
The author wrote in 1976 with D.Z. Freedman and S. Ferrara the first paper on supergravity, soon followed by a paper by S. Deser and B. Zumino. However, we will not discuss past work and give references; rather, the present account may serve as a simplified introduction to that work. For readers who want to read further, we include a few references at the end.
Rigid N = 1 supersymmetry in x-space
The model we consider contains in x-space (or rather t-space) two point particles which correspond to a real bosonic field ϕ(t) and a real fermionic field λ(t). We view them as fields whose space-dependence (the dependence on x, y, z) is suppressed. The function ϕ(t) is a smooth function of t, so its derivative is welldefined, but for every value of t the expression λ(t) is an independent Grassmann 4 Actually, an even simpler model than the one we present in these lectures exists. It contains constant fields, so fields which do not even depend on t and θ. These so-called matrix models are important in string theory, but they do not have enough structure for our purposes, so we do not discuss them.
5 Here (AB) means contraction of spinor fields A and B.
number [1] . 6 So λ(t 1 )λ(t 2 ) = −λ(t 2 )λ(t 1 ). We assume that the concept of a derivative of λ(t) with respect to t can be defined, and that we may partially integrate. As action for these "fields" we take S = Ldt with
. In particular they anticommute with themselves and with each other at equal t:
The symbol {A, B} is by definition AB +BA. Later we shall define Poisson brackets and Dirac brackets, which we denote by {A, B} P and {A, B} D to avoid confusion. At the quantum level the Poisson and Dirac brackets are replaced by commutators for commuting fields and anticommutators for anticommuting fields, which we denote by [A, B] and {A, B}, respectively, and which are defined by [A, B] = AB−BA and {A, B} = AB + BA.
We introduce a concept of hermitian conjugation under which ϕ(t) and λ(t) are real: ϕ(t) † = ϕ(t) and λ(t)
for any A and B. We define the action by S = L(t)dt. The action should be hermitian according to physical principles (namely unitarity 7 ). We need then a factor i in the second term in (2.1) in order that (
In the action we need λ(t) at different t. We repeat that for different t the λ(t) are independent Grassmann variables. Thus we need an infinite basis for all Grassmann variables.
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Physical intermezzo which can be skipped by mathematicians: The term 1 2φ
2 is a truncation of the Klein-Gordon action to an xyz independent field, and the term i 2 λλ is the truncation of the Dirac action for a real 9 spinor to one of its components. In higher dimensions the Dirac action in curved space reads (as discussed in detail in 1929 by H. Weyl)
where
the Lorentz generators (constant matrices) and ω µ mn the spin connection (a complicated function of the vielbein fields e µ m ). The matrices γ m (with m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d − 1) in d spacetime dimensions satisfy Clifford algebra relations, {γ m , γ n } = 2η mn . The "vielbein" fields e µ m are the square root of the metric g µν in the sense that e µ m e ν n η mn = g µν , where η mn is the Lorentz metric (a diagonal matrix with constant entries (−1, +1, +1, · · · , +1)). Furthermore, e m µ is the matrix inverse of e µ m , andλ is defined by λ † iγ 0 . However, in one dimension there are no Lorentz transformations, A course for mathematicians" (AMS) 7 "Unitarity" means "conservation of probability": the total sum of the probabilities that a given system can decay into any other system should be one. 8 In some mathematical studies one takes a finite-dimensional basis for the Grassmann variables. This is mathematically consistent, but physically unacceptable: it violates unitarity. 9 Real spinors are called Majorana spinors, and complex spinors are called Dirac spinors.
Already at this point one can anticipate that λ must be real because we took ϕ to be real, and we shall soon prove that there exists a symmetry between λ and ϕ.
hence in our toy model D µ λ is equal toλ. Furthermore, det e µ m = e µ m in one dimension, and this cancels the factor e m µ . Thus even in curved space, the Dirac action in our toy model reduces to i 2 λλ (for real λ; the factor 1 2 is used for real fields, just as for 1 2φ 2 in (2.1)). As a consequence, the gravitational stress tensor, which is by definition proportional to δ δe m µ (x) S, vanishes in this model for λ(t). Also the canonical Hamiltonian 10 H =qp − L vanishes for L given in (2.1) and q = λ(t). This will play a role in the discussions below. The sign of the term 1 2φ 2 is positive because it represents the kinetic energy, but the sign of the fermion term could have been chosen to be negative instead of positive. (Requiring λ to be real, we cannot redefine λ → iλ in order to change the sign of the second term and still keep real λ.) The + sign in (2.1) will lead to the susy anticommutator {Q, Q} = 2H instead of {Q, Q} = −2H with a hermitian Q. End of physical intermezzo.
The supersymmetry transformations should transform bosons into fermions, and vice-versa, so ϕ into λ, and λ into ϕ. Since ϕ is commuting and λ anticommuting, the parameter must be anticommuting. We take it to be a Grassmann number ǫ, although other choices are also possible.
11 One might then be tempted to write down δϕ = iǫλ and δλ = ϕǫ (where the factor i is needed in order that δϕ be real, taking ǫ to be real) but this is incorrect as one might discover by trying to prove that the action is invariant under these transformation rules. There is a more fundamental reason why in particular the rule δλ = ϕǫ is incorrect, and that has to do with the dimensions of the fields and ǫ as we now explain.
The dimension of an action S ≡ Ldt is zero (for = 1). 12 Hence L = To fill this gap we can only use a derivative (we are dealing with massless fields so we have no mass available). Thus δλ ∼φǫ. We claim that the correct factor is minus unity, thus δϕ = iǫλ; δλ = −φǫ. (2.6) By correct we mean that (2.6) leaves the action invariant as we now show. It is easy to show that S (rigid) is invariant under these transformation rules if ǫ is constant (rigid supersymmetry). Let us for future purposes already consider a local λ, where π denotes the conjugate momentum of λ.
11 The author has proposed long ago with J. Schwarz to consider θ's which satisfy a Clifford algebra, {θ α , θ β } = γ αβ µ x µ . . 12 More precisely, the dimension of H and L is an energy, and t has of course the dimension of time. In quantum mechanics the Planck constant ≡ h/2π has the dimension of an energy × time (discovered by Planck in 1900). Since S has the dimension of an energy × time, one can define dimensionless exponents of the action by exp i S. Such exponents appear in path integrals.
Physicists often choose a system of units such that = 1.
ǫ (meaning ǫ(t)) and also keep boundary terms due to partial integration. One finds then if one successively varies the fields in S according to (2.6)
We performed a partial integration in the third line and usedλǫ = −ǫλ in the fourth line. We now assume that "fields" (and their derivatives) tend to zero at t = ±∞. (If there would also be a space dimension σ, we could consider a finite domain 0 ≤ σ ≤ π, and then we should specify boundary conditions at σ = 0, π. This happens in "open string theory".) It is clear that neglecting boundary terms at t = ±∞, and taking ǫ constant (ǫ = 0), the action is invariant. (A weaker condition which achieves the same result is to require that the fields at t → +∞ are equal to the fields at t → −∞). This assumption that fields vanish at t = ±∞ is not at all easy to justify, but we just accept it.
The algebra of rigid supersymmetry transformations reveals that supersymmetry is a square root of translations, in the sense that two susy tranformations (more precisely, a commutator) produce a translation. On ϕ this is clear
We recall that the symbol [A, B] is defined by AB − BA, so [δ(ǫ 2 ), δ(ǫ 1 )] is a commutator of two supersymmetry transformations. We used in the last step that ǫ 1 ǫ 2 = −ǫ 2 ǫ 1 . The result is a translation (φ) over a distance ξ = 2iǫ 2 ǫ 1 . The same result is obtained for λ
We used that ǫ 2 is constant, so d dt ǫ 2 = 0, and λǫ 1 = −ǫ 1 λ. In higher dimensional theories this commutator on a fermion yields in addition to a translation also a term proportional to the field equation of the fermion, and to eliminate this extra term with the field equation, one introduces auxiliary fields. (Auxiliary fields are fields which appear in the action without derivatives; they are usually bosonic fields which enter as a(t)
2 ). Here, however, the translationλ and the field equation of λ are both equal toλ. So the result could still have been a sum of the same translation as on ϕ, and a field equation, because both are proportional toλ. This is not the case: the coefficient ofλ is the same as the coefficient ofφ. There is a simple counting argument that explains this and that shows that no auxiliary fields are needed in this model. Off-shell (by which physicists mean: when the field equations are not satisfied) the translation operator is invertible (the kernel of ∂ ∂t with the boundary conditions mentioned before is empty), hence the commutator [δ(ǫ 2 ), δ(ǫ 1 )] cannot vanish on field components. It follows that under rigid supersymmetry if "the algebra closes" (meaning if [δ(ǫ 2 ), δ(ǫ 1 )] is uniformly equal to only a translation but no further field equations), each bosonic field component must be mapped into a fermionic one, and vice-versa. Then the number of bosonic field components must be equal to the number of fermionic field equations. In our toy model there is one bosonic field component (ϕ) and one fermionic field component (λ). Thus there are no auxiliary fields needed in this model.
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We can construct charges Q and H which produce susy and time-translation transformations. This requires equal-time Poisson brackets for ϕ, and Dirac brackets for λ, which become at the quantum level commutators and anticommutators. For ϕ these results are standard: the conjugate momentum p of ϕ is defined by p = ∂ ∂φ S and this yields p =φ. The quantum commutator is given by 
2 . Here Q and P denote the total set of fields and their canonically conjugates. (We must putλ in front of π, if we define π by left-differentiation, π = ∂ ∂λ L, because only then H L is independent ofq andλ. Namely δH L contains no terms with δQ but only with δQ and δP .) According to Dirac, one must then consider the naive Hamiltonian plus all possible primary constraints The subscript P indicates that we use here Poisson brackets. We define the Poisson bracket by
where σ = +1 except when both f and g are anticommuting, in which case σ = −1. The basic relations are {p, q} P = −1 and {π, λ} P = −1. Of course and a real 4-component spinor. Hence there one needs two real bosonic auxiliary fields (F and G). In the 2-dimensional heterotic string the right-handed spinors λ R do not transform under rigid supersymmetry, Qλ R = 0. It follows that on the right-hand side of the susy commutator evaluated on λ R the field equation (λ) exactly cancels the translation P λ =λ.
Note that the Poisson bracket {p, q} P is −1 for bosons and fermions alike.
14 It follows that [H, π + i 2 λ] = −iα, and hence α = 0. Thus, with α = 0, there are no further (secondary) constraints, and we have
Whenever a set of constraints φ α satisfies {φ α , φ β } = M αβ with sdetM αβ = 0, we call these constraints second class constraints.
15 It follows that φ = π + i 2 λ is a second class constraint. The Dirac bracket is defined by
where {A, B} P denotes the Poisson bracket. Its definition is chosen such that {A, Φ} D = 0 for any A and any second-class constraint Φ. Since in our toy model {Φ, Φ} = −i, we find
We can now compute the basic equal-time Dirac brackets
Recalling that π = − i 2 λ, we see that these relations are consistent: we may replace π by − 
The superdeterminant of the product of supermatrices is the product of the superdeterminants of these supermatrices, and sdet
add a factor i to the Poisson brackets to obtain the quantum (anti) commutators. Hence
We now construct the susy charge Q as a Noether charge. A Noether charge is the space integral of the time component of the Noether current, but since there is no space in our toy model, the Noether current is equal to the Noether charge. We want to obtain an expression for the Noether charge in terms of p's and q's, and therefore we rewrite (2.1) in Hamiltonian form, namely as L =qp − H where H depends only on p, π, ϕ, λ but not on their time derivatives. Since, as we shall discuss, the terms proportional to a derivative of the symmetry parameter yield the Noether current, the latter will only be a function of p's and q's but not of derivatives of p's and q's.
The action in Hamiltonian form reads
where we took the Dirac Hamiltonian H = 1 2 p 2 as discussed above. This action is invariant under
These rules follow by requiring invariance of the action, but one can also derive them by adding equation of motion symmetries to the original rules. For example, p =φ leads to δp = The standard way of obtaining the Noether charge follows from letting the rigid parameter become local and collecting terms proportional toǫ. The terms withǫ in δL for local ǫ(t) are contained in
So, defining Q as the coefficient of iǫ, we find The charge Q which appears in brackets such as [ϕ, ǫQ] is clearly an operator, so Q in (2.24) is an operator expressed in terms of Heisenberg fields. The latter satisfy their own equations of motion. On the other hand, in the action the fields are offshell. So, in principle one might need extra terms proportional to the equations of motion to obtain the correct off-shell transformations. In this case we do not need such terms. In section 6 we shall discuss the Hamiltonian approach with off-shell fields. This is a very general approach which yields the action in Hamiltonian form and the quantum BRST charge, starting only from the set of first class constraints.
The other way of obtaining Q (more precisely, iǫQ) is to write it as a sum of terms of the form δϕp for all fields, plus −K where δL = d dt K. From (2.23) we read off that K = πpǫ. Hence
which is indeed the same result as in (2.24).
The supersymmetry algebra (rather a superalgebra with commutators and anticommutators) is now easy to evaluate. Using the quantum brackets of (2.20) finds
Thus the generators Q and H form a closed superalgebra, and supersymmetry is the square root of (the generator of time-) translations.
Dirac was the first to take the square root of the Laplace operator , and this led to the famous Dirac equation of 1927. This equation led to the prediction that for every fermionic particle there is a fermionic antiparticle. These antiparticles have been found in the laboratories. Likewise, the square root Q ∼ √ H predicts that for every particle there should be a superpartner. Not a single superpartner has been found so far, but that may change.
N = 1 supergravity in x-space
Having discussed the rigid supersymmetry (= susy) of the action S (rigid) = Ldt with L = 1 2φ 2 + i 2 λλ, we turn to local susy. We let ǫ become time-dependent and find then (see (2.7)).
The boundary terms at t = ±∞ vanish if we require that ǫ(t) vanishes at t = ±∞. To cancel this variation we introduce the gauge field for local susy, the gravitino ψ(t). The transformation rule of a gauge field begins always with a derivative of the local parameter. We then couple ψ to the Noether current of rigid supersymmetry, using δψ =ǫ + · · · to fix the overall constant of this new term
If we vary ψ in (3.2), then the variation δS (Noether) cancels δS (rigid), but the fieldsφ and λ in S (Noether) must also be varied. This yields two further variations
In the first variation the d dt must hit the field λ because otherwise one would be left with λλ which vanishes. Hence the remaining variations to be canceled are
The last term can be canceled by adding a new term in δλ (because this variation is porportional to the field equation of λ). However, the first term can only be canceled by introducing a new field h (the graviton) and coupling it toφφ. Thus the coupling of rigidly supersymmetric matter to the supergravity gauge fields requires for consistency (invariance of the whole action under local susy) also the coupling to gravity. Local susy is a theory of gravity, and this explains the name supergravity.
There appears, however, an ambiguity at this point: we can also couple this new field h to −iλλ, and the most general case is a linear combinations of both possibilities. Hence we add
where x is a free constant real parameter. We must now evaluate the old variations in the new action, the new variations in the old action, and the new variations in the new action. The aim is to use these variations to cancel (3.4).
The new variation δh = −iǫψ in the new action − hφφdt cancels the first term in (3.4). The new variation δλ = i(1 + x)ψλǫ in the old action i 2 λλ in (2.1) and the new variation δh = −iǫψ in the new action S (stress) cancel the variation −ψλλǫ of δS (Noether)
(We partially integrated the first term, and the last term comes from (3.4)). We find thus at this moment a free parameter x in the action and transformation rules; this frequently happens in the construction of supergravity models, and usually these parameters get fixed at a later stage, or they can be removed by field redefinitions. We demonstrate this later explicitly in our toy model.
We are again in the same situation as before: we canceled δS (Noether) by introducing a new term in the action, namely S (stress). We already took into account the variation of the gauge field h in this new term, but we must still vary the matter fields in S (stress). We first set x = 0 and later consider the case x = 0. If x = 0, we need only vary theφ in S (stress) and this yields
The first term is proportional to the Noether currentφλ in (3.2) and can thus be canceled by a new term in the gravitino law
Substituting this vatiation into (3.2), the first term in (3.7) is cancelled. The second term in (3.7) is proportional to the free field equation of λ and can be canceled by adding a new term to the transformation law of λ, δλ = 2hφǫ, because then δ( i 2 λλ) = −iλ(2hφǫ) cancels the second term in (3.7).
The new transformation law δλ = 2hφǫ produces a new variation in the Noether action (3.2)
Since this term is proportional toφφ it can be canceled by a final extra term in δh, namely δh = 2ihǫψ. Then the new variation of h used in (3.5) cancels (3.9).
Because each time when we replace anǫ in a variation by ψ we loose a time derivative, this process of adding further terms to the action and transformation laws is guaranteed to stop. Of course it is not guaranteed that an invariant action exists. Examples are known where this process does not yield an invariant action, for example adding a cosmological constant to supergravity in 10 + 1 dimensions.
We have now canceled all variations for the case x = 0, hence we have constructed a locally susy action. The final results read
Before going on, we make three comments. 1) There is no gauge action for gravity or local supersymmetry in one dimension as one might expect, since the scalar curvature R and its linearization, the Fierz-Pauli action, 16 vanishes in one dimension. (Also the gravitino gauge action vanishes in one and 1 + 1 dimensions. The gravitational action is a total derivative in 1 + 1 dimensions, where it yields the Euler invariant). A gauge action for supergravity in one dimension would have to start with L = 1 2ḣḣ + i 2 ψψ and it is indeed invariant under the rigid symmetries δh = iǫψ, δψ = −ḣǫ, see (2.1) and (2.6). However, for local ǫ(t) the rules were already fixed by the matter coupling, see (3.10), and these rules do not leave this action invariant. 16 The linearized form of the Einstein-Hilbert action eR is called the Fierz-Pauli action and is given in n-dimensions by
where ϕµ = ∂ ν ϕµν , ϕ = η µν ϕµν and the metric gµν ≡ ηµν + κhµν is related to ϕµν by (
η µν h) = ϕ µν . In one dimension the first term in L cancels the last term, and the second term cancels the third term.
2) The term gϕ n dt with g a coupling constant cannot be made supersymmetric. Yukawa couplings do not exist in this model because λϕλ vanishes. However, one can make λ a complex Dirac spinor and then supersymmetric interactions exist. One can also supersymmetrize a term f (ϕ)φφ; the action becomes f (ϕ)(φφ + iλλ) and is called a susy nonlinear σ model because f (ϕ) can be nonlinear, for example exp ϕ.
3) One can also couple the first-order action in (2.21) to supergravity. Denoting the graviton and gravitino fields by H and Ψ, the result is
Note that δ(π + i 2 λ) = 0 agrees with the constraint π + i 2 λ = 0. So we may replace π by − i 2 λ in the action and transformation rules. Furthermore we can eliminate p by integrating in the path integral over a Gaussian with p 2 [2] . The result of these manipulations is the following action
Comparison with the second-order action in (3.10) (the action without conjugate momenta) we can read off how H is related to h, and Ψ to ψ.
The Jacobian for the change of variables from (H, Ψ) to (h, ψ) is
(One needs a super Jacobian, in particular ∂δψ/∂ψ is equal to 1 − 2h, and not simply equal to (1 − 2h) −1 ). The transformation rules in (3.11) go over into (3.10) if one uses these redefinitions.
For physicists: The Jacobian J = 1/1 − 2h can be exponentiated using a new kind of ghosts, introduced by Bastianelli and the author and playing the same role as the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. In order that the theories with h and ψ and H and Ψ are equivalent at the quantum level (by which we mean that they should give the same Feynman graphs) one needs those new ghosts. The propagators of h and ψ come from the gauge fixing terms.
We now return to the model in (3.10) and evaluate the local susy algebra. On ϕ one finds
The right-hand side contains a general coordinate transformation δϕ =ξφ witĥ ξ = 2i(1 − 2h)ǫ 2 ǫ 1 ; this is clearly the gravitational extension of the nongravitational rigid translation with parameter ξ = 2iǫ 2 ǫ 1 which we found in the rigid susy commutator. The second term is a local susy transformation iǫλ of ϕ with parameterǫ = −2iǫ 2 ǫ 1 ψ. Note that the composite parametersξ andǫ are field-dependent. The structure constants are no longer constants! This has led to a new development in group theory.
On λ one finds after somewhat lengthy algebra [δ(ǫ 2 ), δ(ǫ 1 )]λ =ξλ −φǫ + 2hφǫ. (3.15) and the terms withǫ agree with (3.10) (because iψλǫ = 0 due to ψψ = 0). The term withξ constitutes a general coordinate transformation on λ. Clearly, the same algebra is found on λ as on ψ! On ψ one finds
So also on ψ the same local algebra is realized.
Finally also on h the same algebra is realized
The terms withǫ clearly agree with (3.10). The terms withξ in (3.17) yield a general coordinate transformation of h as we shall discuss below. Hence, the local susy algebra closes on all fields uniformly. We can write this as
The commutator of δ s with δ g , and with itself, close (they are proportional to δ s and δ g ). We can understand the closure of the local supersymmetry algebra by using the same argument as used for the rigid supersymmetry algebra. There is one bosonic gauge field component (h) and one fermionic gauge field component (ψ), hence no auxiliary fields in the gauge sector are needed.
We now consider the case x = 0. Here a simple argument suffices. Rescaling
we obtain as action from (3.10)
where we also rescaled ψ according to
We have produced the action with x = 0 from the action with x = 0 by a simple rescaling of the fields λ and ψ. It follows that this action is also locally susy. The precise susy transformation rules follow from this rescaling
By dividing (3.22) by (1 + 2hx) 1/2 and using δh = −iǫψ + 2ihǫψ we find δλ. It reads
We used that δhψ vanishes. Thus for x = −1 all laws become again polynomial.
We can, in fact, apply the Noether method also directly to gravity. This will explain theξ terms in (3.17). Starting with
we find from the translation symmetry rules δϕ = ξφ and δλ = ξλ for local ξ
The third term vanishes asλλ = 0, and the second term vanishes after partial integration, whereas the first term yields after partial integration of one-half of this term (this 
We see thatφφ is the Noether current for translations for the (ϕ, λ) system. (Also the other way to construct the Noether current gives the same result).
Introducing the gauge field h for gravity and defining δh =
Note that there is no term of the form hλλ in L (Noether). (However the field redefinition (3.19) produces a hλλ term in the action in (3.20) ). As Noether current for λ one might have expected πλ where π is the conjugate momentum of λ, buṫ λ vanishes on-shell, and anyhow time-derivatives of fields should not appear in the Hamiltonian formalism.
Variation ofφ in L (Noether) yields
which can be canceled, using the 1 2 − 1 2 trick, by δh = ξḣ − hξ. We could also have proceeded in another way: if we would partially integrate we would obtain 2ḣφξφ + 2hφξφ, and the first variation could be removed by δh = 2ξḣ while the second variation could be eliminated by a suitable δϕ = 2ξhφ in 1 2φ 2 . However, the variation δϕ = 2ξhφ produces in S (Noether) with the 1 2 − 1 2 trick a new variation −2ξhφhφ, which can be canceled in two ways, etc. All these ambiguities (and more) are equivalent to field redefinitions.
We have thus shown that
is invariant under
In particular the result for δh shows that theξ dependent terms in (3.17) are indeed a general coordinate transformation.
In higher dimension the coupling of a scalar field to gravity is given by Adding the coupling to the gravitino −iψφλ, we obtain invariance under ξ transformations, provided we choose δψ appropriately,
Partially integrating the last two terms, we obtain − iδψφλ + iψξφλ, (3.35) and these two terms can be canceled by choosing δψ = ξψ. In general, Lagrangian densities in general relativity transform as coordinate densities, which means that Thus the model in (3.10) has now also been shown to be invariant under general coordinate transformation. The result in (3.37) can be explained by noting that the field ψ in the Noether coupling in (3.2) corresponds to (det g)
This field e µ m ψ µ is a coordinate scalar, in agreement with (3.37). Let us again rescale λ = √ 1 + 2hxλ to obtain an action with a term hλλ. We obtain from (3.32)
The susy transformation rules for this model were given in (3.25) and (3.26),
Hence we have found two polynomial formulations of this supergravity model, one without a coupling hλλ in (3.10), and one with it in (3.40). If one varies the susy Noether currentφλ in flat space under rigid susy, one finds
This is the current which couples to h in the model with a hλλ coupling. The action of this model can suggestively be written as
It is this formulation of the model which is easiest to write in superspace.
Rigid and local N = 1 superspace
We now turn to the superspace description. The coordinates of the superspace for our toy model are t and θ; both are real, and θ is a Grassmann variable. A superfield Φ depends on t and θ, but a Taylor expansion of Φ in terms of θ contains only two terms because θθ = 0. We begin with
where ϕ and λ are arbitrary functions of t. Since ϕ is real, also Φ is real, and this requires the factor i. Susy transformations in flat space are generated by the hermitian
18 To show that Q is hermitian, note that from the anticommutator { ∂ δθ , θ} = 1 if follows that ∂/∂θ is hermitian. Likewise, it follows from the commutator [
The results for δϕ and δλ agree with (2.6).
The susy covariant derivative, by definition, anticommutes with Q, {Q, D} = 0, and this determines D = ∂ ∂θ − iθ ∂ ∂t . The action can be written as
We used dθθ = 1 and dθc = 0 if c is independent of θ. This definition of integration is called the Berezin integral [1] and it follows from translational invariance in θ. Namely requiring that dθf (θ) = dθf (θ + c), and using that f (θ) = a + bθ because θθ = 0, one finds dθc = 0. We normalize θ such that dθθ = 1.
The susy invariance of the action follows from δΦ = [ǫQ, Φ], ∂ t ǫQ = ǫQ∂ t and DǫQ = ǫQD. One gets then for the variation of the action an expression of the form δS = After performing the θ integration, we have obtained the correct t-space action. We can also show before the θ integration that ∂ t φDφ is the correct Lagrangian density by checking that it has the correct dimension: the dimension of φ is that of ϕ, so [φ] = −1/2, and [dt] = −1 and dθ = 1/2. The action should be dimensionless, so we need derivatives acting on φ with dimension +3/2. 
We used the Baker-Campbell-Hansdorff formua, and z Λ = (t, θ), T Λ = (H, Q) and dz M = (a, ǫ). Using [ǫQ, θQ] = −ǫ{Q, Q}θ = −2ǫHθ we find in the exponent (θ + ǫ)Q + i(t + a + iǫθ)H. Thus δ(ǫ)θ = ǫ and δ(ǫ)t = iǫθ. This is a nonlinear representation of the susy algebra in terms of coordinates. The field representation in (2.6) is induced by this coordinate representation, namely Φ ′ (t ′ , θ ′ ) = Φ(t, θ).
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One can repeat the same procedure as in (4.5) but now using right multiplication. Right multiplication yields D, and now we understand why ǫ 1 D and ǫ 2 Q commute: because left and right multiplications commute.
In 4 dimensions it is better to define x-space components by D derivatives of Φ at θ = 0. Here this makes no difference since there are only two components in Φ
Since dt dθ can be replaced by dtD (recall that dθ = ∂ ∂θ and dtiθ ∂ ∂t L = 0 because it is a total t-derivative) we get To formulate also the supergravity model in superspace, the x-space action of (3.43) This is the action in the so-called prepotential approach. This action is not manifestly covariant w.r.t. general coordinate transformations in superspace, but we shall soon give another formulation which is manifestly covariant and equivalent, giving the same t-space action. Let us first check that the expression in (4.12) yields indeed the t-space action
This agrees with (3.43).
We now turn to the covariant approach. One introduces "flat covariant derivatives"
The superfields Et θ etc are the inverse super vielbeins. The bars onθ andt denote that these are flat indices, while θ and t are curved indices. Because in rigid susy the natural derivatives are ∂ t and D θ rather than ∂ t and ∂ θ , one introduces vielbeins and parameters on this basis. We introduce the notation D Λ = {D θ , ∂ t } and D M = {Dθ, Dt} where Λ = {θ, t} and M = {θ,t}. Then the super-vielbeins on the basis ∂ Λ = (∂ θ , ∂ t ) are related to the vielbeins on the basis D Λ as follows
Λ transforms as in ordinary general relativity.
Contracting with ∂ Λ on both sides of the equation and then using (4.15) one obtains
In our case only the θθ component of the supertorsion is nonvanishing, T (0) t θθ = −2i (see (4.9)), and we get
In x-space we only have the field content of H. To reduce the extra superfields we shall now impose a constraint on the super-vielbein and choose a gauge. Afterward we shall come back to the general super coordinate transformations in the presence of this constraint and gauge.
To avoid cumbersome notation we write D for Dθ and parametrize D as follows
Thus Eθ θ is denoted by E, and Eθ t by iX. The fields in Dt are determined in terms of the fields in D by imposing the following constraint. The anticommutator in (4.20) yields
As a matrix, the inverse super vielbein is thus given by
The superdeterminant of A B C D being given by
and we find
where we used that XX = 0.
We now choose the gauge which sets iX = Eθ t to zero. This will fix some of the gauge symmetries in superspace as we discuss later. In the covariant formalism, an invariant action (an action invariant under super general coordinate transformation, there are no Lorentz transformations) is given by (s det E Λ M ) times covariant derivatives on tensors (scalars in our case) with flat indices. We find then for the covariant action in superspace, which generalizes (4.12),
)(EDΦ). (4.26)
(A term iE(DE)(DΦ) in DtΦ cancels out). Identifying E 2 = H we find the same action as in (4.12).
Let us now discuss the local symmetries in superspace. On Φ a general supercoordinate transformation would read
To incorporate rigid susy as the flat superspace limit E = 1, X = 0, we expand instead in terms of ∂ t and D θ . Then
We used again (4.15). But Ξ θ is not a free super parameter as we now show. We can also write ΞΦ as the operator equation [Ξ, Φ] = 0.
The transformation rules of the super vielbein follow from
In particular for Dθ = D = ED + Xi∂ t we find If the gauge X = 0 has been reached, the terms with ∂ t on the right-hand side should vanish because they are absent on the left-hand side. This yields the following relation between Ξ θ and Ξ These are the correct x-space results of (3.38) and (3.41) after defining ǫ = ǫ(x − space)(1 − 2h).
To obtain the transformation rules of the supergravity gauge fields in E, we return to 
Substituting the component expressions of (4.11) leads to These results agree with (3.41) using again the identification ǫ = ǫ(x − space )(1 − 2h).
Instead of choosing a gauge we can also find a redefinition of the fields which leads to the same result. We could demonstrate this in the most general case, but to simplify the analysis we still impose the constraint 1 2 {D, D} = −iDt. Hence Et t and Et θ are given in terms of E and X. The action in the gauge X = 0 is given by
whereas the action without this gauge choice reads
The question we ask is this: which field redefinition (redefinition of E, X, Φ) leads from (4.41) to (4.40)? The solution of this question is most easily found by first making a general symmetry transformation on the fields in (4.41) and then requiring that the new field X ′ vanishes. This will express the symmetry parameter in terms of E and X, and provide an explicit expression for the new field E ′ in terms of E such that the action takes the form in (4.40).
The symmetries of the theory are in this case general supercoordinate transformations. In classical general relativity a contravariant supervector F Λ transforms, by definition, as follows:
Since field redefinitions do not change Z into Z ′ , we need a way to write general supercoordinate transformations as relations between (F Λ ) ′ (Z) and F Λ (Z) at the same point Z. Such a formalism exists and we now explain it and then will use it. One may call it the "operator approach to diffeomorphisms".
For a scalar superfield (a scalar with respect to general supercoordinate transformations) we define, as it is customary for internal symmetries in Yang-Mills theory,
Here Z = {θ, t} andX(Z) is an arbitrary superfield parameter which we will later write as a complicated expression in terms of E and X. The most general transformation would be
but we will reach our aim withŶ = 0. There will then still remain superdiffeomorphisms with one superfield parameter which keep X ′ = 0. They correspond to ǫ and ξ transformations in x-space.
Usually one writes a general supercoordinate transformation as
The relation between (4.44) and (4.42) becomes clear if one writes the latter as
A particular case is e −X(Z)D Z = Z ′ . This yields the relation between Z ′ (Z) and X(Z). To work this out we expand
where f = f ((DX)) = (e (DX) − 1)/(DX). We used thatXX = 0, becauseX is anticommuting. It follows that
Then we find indeed (4.45) 
Thus in D ′ all terms with free derivatives i∂ t and i∂ t D must cancel, and the coefficient of D is by definition E ′ (Z). Requiring that the coefficients of i∂ t and i∂ t D vanish fixesX as a function of X and E.
The details are as follows. We begin with
Somewhat laborious algebra using DD = −i∂ t yields the following result for this expression,
The terms with Di∂ t should vanish identically, and one can check that this is the case. The vanishing of the terms with i∂ t shows that X is proportional toX, and then the terms with Di∂ t also vanish. Hence
This relation expresses X in terms ofX and E, but we needX in terms of X and E. We can invert by expanding the right-hand side and then solve forX iteratively
This expression forX can then be used to find the new field E
If one then substitutes this E ′ and the Φ ′ in (4.42) into (4.40), the result is equal to (4.41).
It may be helpful for becoming more familiar with the operator approach to diffeomorphisms to check that one gets the same results as from the usual approach. In the usual approach one begins with supervielbeins (supervectors in supercoordinate space)Ẽ M Λ and general coordinate transformations Z Λ → Z Λ + Ξ Λ where we take Ξ Λ as infinitesimal. Then
One finds by straightforward substitution
This agrees with (4.36). However, in δE M t there are extra terms beyond those which are present in the corresponding relation forẼ M t .
Various terms cancel and one obtains
The last term is due to the rigid torsion T θθ t = −2i. Expanding the finite result for E ′ and X ′ in (4.52) to first order inX = Ξ θ we find agreement. One may also check that
but note that eX D Eθ Λ e −XD only yields the transport terms Eθ Λ (Z ′ ), while the terms with eX D D Λ e −XD yield the terms which are due to the index Λ of Eθ Λ .
Extended rigid supersymmetries
We can also construct models with extended (N > 1) susy. We restrict ourselves to rigid supersymmetry, but N > 1 supergravities can also be constructed. We perform the analysis in x-space but one could also use N > 1 superspace.
Consider the action
It is invariant under the following rigid susy transformations
The proof is as before: δL =φ
There is something unusal about this action: it has more fermions (N ) than bosons (one). Nevertheless it has the same number of fermionic and bosonic states because after quantization there are only zero modes (x 0 andλ In our model similar things happen. To close the algebra off-shell we need an equal number of bosonic and fermionic field components. Thus for N = 2 we need one real auxiliary field, which we call F . The action reads
One can view (ϕ, λ 1 ) as one multiplet, and (λ 2 , F ) as another. The action for these multiplets reads in superspace
Clearly δϕ = iǫ 1 λ 1 and δλ 1 =φǫ 1 form a closed susy algebra, {Q, Q} ∼ P . Also δλ 2 = F ǫ 2 and δF = iǫ 2λ2 forms the same closed algebra. However, in x-space we can write down more general rules
where α and β are arbitrary real matrices. Invariance of the action requires
The commutator algebra on ϕ yields
Clearly, for α antisymmetric (hence α jk ∼ ǫ jk ) we find only a translation of ϕ. For F one finds
We now recognize various symmetries. 21 In d = (1, 1) one can divide the real scalar into a left-moving piece ϕ(x + t) and a rightmoving piece ϕ(x − t), and susy requires then a two-component spinor λ =
right-moving on-shell and λ − (x − t) left-moving. In the zero mode sector there are always the same number of bosonic and fermionic states but in the nonzero mode sector one may drop λ + (or λ − ) and still have susy. Then λ − transforms into ϕ and vice-versa, while λ + is inert.
For the fermions the susy commutator yields
(iv) δλ j = s jlλl with symmetric and real s jl . This is again an equation of motion symmetry.
The extra symmetries do not form a closed algebra. Their commutators generate new equation of motion symmetries, etc., etc. However, the minimal extension of the susy rules with F forms a closed algebra
We can try to construct and N = 2 superspace by introducing
The t-space components of Φ are given by Φ | = ϕ, DΦ | = iλ,DΦ | = iλ and
The susy rules are generated by (ǭD + ǫD) acting on these components, using the D algebra.
The N = 2 model has a mass term and a Yukawa coupling
The corresponding action in N = 1 superspace is
One can write more generally a superpotential term as
One can also write down nonlinear sigma models for the N = 1 model
Similarly, one can find nonlinear σ models with N = 2 susy in N = 1 superspace. For all these N = 2 models in N = 1 superspace there is also a N = 2 superspace formulation.
The action in Hamiltonian form for the N = 2 model reads
As in the N = 1 case, there are primary constraints π j − i 2 λ j = 0 and p F = 0, and secondary constraints F = 0. Since δF ∼λ in the Lagrangian formulation, buṫ λ = 0 is the full field equation for λ, we cannot expressλ in terms of ∂ x λ by means of its field equation, and this explains why δF = 0 and δp = 0. The susy Noether charges in the Hamiltonian approach are given by
These changes reproduce the Hamiltonian susy laws exactly if one uses ordinary Poisson brackets. The reason is that in the Hamiltonian action there are no constraints. In the action of the Lagrangian formulation one finds Dirac brackets and the following hermitian susy charges
The algebra reads in both cases
Thus F and p F do not transform under Q L , but p F transforms under Q H . However, the algebra on all fields is the same. For example, ǫQ H λ ∼ pǫ+F ǫ = 0 and Q L p = ǫ, in agreement with
The N = 2 model can be used as a toy model for instanton physics. In Minkowski time t the action is
This action is hermitian, andλ = (λ)
† . In Euclidean time τ, λ andλ become independent complex spinors. The Wick rotation is a complex Lorentz rotation (a (U (1) rotation) in the (t, τ ) plane (see the joint paper with Waldron)
The spinor λ transforms then half as fast
Making these substitutions, one automatically obtains a supersymmetric action for the Euclidean case.
It is a pleasure to thank Martin Roček for discussions about the covariant approach to superspace supergravity and the field redefinition in (4.57).
BRST quantization in a Hamiltonian approach
So far we have been discussing classical actions. The classical supergravity action was a gauge action, an action with two local symmetries in out toy model: diffeomorphisms and local supersymmetry. In the quantum theory, one uses a quantum action which is obtained by adding two more terms: a gauge fixing term and a ghost action. The local symmetry is then broken, but a rigid residual symmetry remains, the so-called BRST symmetry (due to Becchi, Rouet, Stora and Tyutin). The crucial property of BRST transformations is that they are nilpotent (see below). An infinitesimal BRST transformation has as parameter a purely imaginary anticommuting constant Λ. It is not the supersymmetry parameter (which is also anticommuting). Physicists use (at least ) two ways to formulate the BRST formalism: a Lagrangian approach and a Hamiltonian approach. The infinitesimal BRST transformation rules in the former are written as δ B Φ (where Φ denotes any field), but in the Hamiltonian approach one uses operators and brackets. For example, the BRST transformations are generated by a BRST operatorial charge Q, and for every field there is a canonically conjugate field (called momentum by physicists) which satisfy equal-time canonical commutation rules or anticommutation rules. Then one has δ B Φ ∼ {Φ, Q}. Nilpotency means δ B δ B Φ = 0 in the Lagrangian approach, and {Q, Q} = 0 in the Hamiltonian approach. In this section we apply this general formalism to our quantum mechanical toy model. One word about terminology: we use the words real and hermitian (and purely imaginary and antihermitian) as equivalent.
To quantize the supergravity action using covariant quantization in the Lagrangian approach to BRST symmetry, we should add a gauge fixing term and a corresponding ghost action. We begin with the classical action in (3.10) although we could also start with the classical action in (3.43). We fix the gauge of general coordinate transformations by h = 0, and the gauge of local supersymmetry by ψ = 0. The corresponding gauge fixing terms in the action are then given by (6.1)
The fields d and ∆ are Lagrange multipliers which fix the gauges according to h = 0 and ψ = 0. Hermiticity of the action requires that d be real and ∆ antihermitian. The ghost action is then given by
where δ B are the BRST transformations and Λ is the constant anticommuting imaginary BRST parameter. The fields b and β are the antighosts; b and β are antihermitian. (Mathematical physicists remove Λ on both sides of this equation and call it then a derivation. It is usually denoted by s, and the relation to δ B is δ B φ = Λsφ for any field φ). We obtain thus for the full quantum action
For the classical fields (h and ψ and ϕ and λ) the BRST transformations are just gauge transformations with a special choice of the parameters: ξ = cΛ and ǫ = −iγΛ where c and γ are real ghosts (Λ is imaginary, and ξ and ǫ are real). Because ξ is commuting, c is anticommuting, and because ǫ is anticommuting, γ is commuting. The BRST transformation rules for the classical fields follow from (3.10), (3.33) and (3.37)
The ghost action then becomes
It is clearly hermitian.
The BRST transformation rules of the ghosts follow from the structure constants of the classical gauge algebra or from the nilpotency of BRST transformations. One has uniformly on all classical fields (ϕ, λ, h and ψ), as discussed in (3.18)
Thus the classical local gauge algebra "closes": the commutator of two local symmetries is a linear combination of local symmetries. New from a mathematical point of view is the appearance of fields (h and ψ) in the composite parameters, and thus in the structure constants. (One should thus rather speak of "structure functions"). One obtains
An easier way to obtain these results is to use that the BRST variation of (6.4) should vanish. One may check that all BRST transformation rules preserve the reality properties of the fields.
The antighosts b and β transform into the auxiliary fields d and ∆, and the auxiliary fields are BRST invariant ("contractible pairs")
All BRST transformation laws are nilpotent, and they leave the action S = Ldt invariant.
In the Lagrangian approach the BRST charge Q is the Noether charge for rigid BRST transformations but one does not use brackets. To obtain Q, one lets Λ become local (t-dependent), and one collects all terms in the variation of the action proportional toΛ. (We used this procedure before to construct the supersymmetry charge). The BRST transformation rules of the fields themselves for local Λ do not contain by definition anyΛ; for example, δ B ψ = (1 − 2h)(−iγ)Λ(t) + . . . , and not 
Several terms cancel in this expression.
The BRST charge in the Lagrangian approach is thus
In the Hamiltonian approach the BRST charge should contain terms of the form (we discuss this in more detail later)
with ghosts c α = (c, γ), antighosts b α = (b, β), and first class constraints φ α = (T, J) where T is the generator of diffeomorphisms and J the generator of supersymmetry. The sign (−) β is equal to +1 if the corresponding symmetry has a commuting parameter (and thus an anticommuting ghost); when the ghost is commuting (−) β equals −1. However, because the structure constants containξ anḋ ǫ we expect in Q terms with derivatives of c, namely bcċ and βγc terms. On the other hand, in a truly Hamiltonian approach no time derivatives of fields are allowed in the charges. This suggests that the b and β field equations have been used to eliminateċċ
However, then one obtains time derivatives of h and ψ. Another problem is that we seem to have too many factors of (1 − 2h) but this could be repaired by redefining fields. To resolve these issues we first construct Q by Hamiltonian methods. This is a very general approach which only uses as input the first-class constraints of the classical theory, and which provides a quantum action in phase space and a Hamiltonian BRST charge with in general many more fields than in the usual (Lagrangian) formulation. Eliminating nonpropagating fields we should regain the Lagrangian BRST charge Q in (6.11). Let's see how this works out.
In the Hamiltonian framework of Fradkin and Vilkovisky (and others) the quantum action is of the form
where q i denotes all fields: classical fields (including the Lagrange multipliers h and ψ), ghosts and antighosts. The p i are canonical momenta for all of them. (So, for example, there are canonical momenta for the ghosts, and separate canonical momenta for the antighosts). The BRST charge Q H should be nilpotent
The full quantum Hamiltonian H is constructed from Dirac's Hamiltonian H D such that
Neither H D nor H should depend on Lagrange multipliers, and will be constructed below. The BRST charge is in general given by
where ϕ α are the first-class constraints, f αβ γ the structure functions defined by {ϕ α , ϕ β } = f αβ γ ϕ γ , and λ µ are the Lagrange multipliers (classical fields which appears in the classical action without time derivatives), and B denotes the antighosts. The structure functions should only depend on p i and q i but not on λ µ . Usually one has to take suitable linear combinations of local symmetries and add so-called equation-of-motion symmetries to achieve this. We shall demonstrate this in our model.
The BRST invariance of the action in (6.14) is almost obvious: each of the 3 terms is separately invariant due to the relations
We start again from the classical gauge invariant action in (3.10)
The primary constraints are p h = 0, π ψ = 0 and π λ + i 2 λ = 0, and the naive Hamiltonian with all primary constraints added, reads (6.19)
The functions a(t), α(t) and η(t) are arbitrary Lagrange multipliers which enforce the primary constraints. By a redefinition of η we can replace λ in the first term by the field 1 2 λ + iπ λ which anticommutes with the constraint π λ + i 2 λ. This will simplify the analysis.
Conservation of the 3 primary constraints yields two secondary constraints and fixes one Lagrange multiplier (6.20)
Both secondary constraints are preserved in time because π λ − i 2 λ anticommutes with the constraint π λ + i 2 λ. The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as (6.21) 
Thus the Dirac brackets in (2.19) remain valid for supergravity. The constraint p 2 = 0 generates diffeomorphisms. One might expect that they are given by δϕ = ξφ, δp = ξṗ, δλ = ξλ, δπ = ξπ,
because these transformations leave (3.11) invariant. However in the Hamiltonian tranformation laws, no time derivatives are allowed. Moreover one expects that p 2 can only act on ϕ (and perhaps p and H), but not an λ, π and ψ. We now perform a series of modifications of the transformation rules which cast (6.26) into the expected form. Similarly, adding terms proportional to the π and λ field equations to δλ and δπ yields (6.28) δλ = −ξpΨ, δπ λ = i 2 ξpΨ.
As a check of these last two results note that the constraint π λ + i 2 λ is invariant. Finally we can remove the complicated last term in δϕ adding a local susy transformation in (3.11) with parameter ǫ = −ξΨ to all fields. This yields δϕ =ξp, δp = 0, δλ = 0, δπ λ = 0,
These are the transformations of the matter fields generated by 
where ǫ A and h A µ correspond toξ and 1 + 2H in the case of diffeomorphisms. The same results should be obtained by taking the brackets with Q H .
Next we consider the local susy generator in (6.20) which we already multiply with the classical susy gauge parameter ǫ(t), hence ǫ(π λ − i 2 λ)p. It generates the following classical transformation laws, obtained using the Dirac brackets,
These are the transformation laws of (3.11). The gauge fields should transform according to (6.30) (6.32) δΨ =ǫ, δ(1 + 2H) = −2iǫΨ.
(The factor 2 in −2iǫΨ comes from the two terms in f A BC h B µ ǫ C with h B µ = Ψ and ǫ C = ǫ, or vice-versa). Also these rules agree with (3.11). (Note that the local classical gauge algebra based on (6.29), (6.31) and (6.32) closes, and that only the commutator of two local supersymmetry transformations is nonzero).
The local gauge algebra of the transformation in (6.29) and (6.31), (6.32) has now structure functions which are independent of the Lagrange multipliers h and ψ (or H and Ψ), just as required for a Hamiltonian treatment. Having shown that the two first class constraints The BRST charge is given by (6.33) where G = 1 + 2H. We denote antihermitian conjugate momenta by π as in π λ , π Ψ , π c , π β , but hermitian momenta by p as in p G , p b , p γ . By p in (6.33) we mean p ϕ , as before. (Recall that all ghosts are real, but the antighosts b and β are antihermitian). The BRST charge is real and anticommuting. The first four terms contain the four first-class constraints, and the last term in (6.33) comes from the last term in (6.17). The coefficients of the terms with p b and π β are not fixed by nilpotency. It is easiest to fix the coefficients and signs by working out the transformation rules and fitting to the results obtained earlier, although in principle we need not follow this path since all terms are well defined. One can prove the nilpotency of the BRST laws by directly evaluating {Q H , Q H }, using the equal-time canonical (anti)commutations relations.
Defining BRST transformations by On the classical fields these rules agree with the classical gauge transformations with ξ = cΛ and ǫ = −iγΛ. In principle one should use Dirac brackets to obtain these transformation rules. These Dirac brackets can be constructed from the second class constraint in (6.24), but because the second class constraint commutes with the first class constraints, the results are the same Finally we construct the quantum action in the Hamiltonian approach (6.38) L =q i p i − H + {Q H , ψ g }.
As "gauge-fixing fermion" we take the following hermitian anticommuting expression (6.39) ψ g = −i(b(G − 1) + Gπ c ) + (−iβΨ − Ψp γ ).
22 Only in the exceptional case that the Poisson bracket of a first and a second class constraint gives a square of a second class constraint, one would get a different answer, and in that case one would need to use Dirac brackets. This situation does not occur in our model.
The quantum
Hamiltonian H H which commutes with Q H vanishes in our case (and in any gravitational theory) because H D = 0 (see (6.23)). We denote the gravitational field 1 + 2H by G, and find then for the quantum Hamiltonian The first line is (3.11), the second line is the gauge fixing term, and the third line the ghost action. So the action in (6.40) from the Hamiltonian BRST formalism indeed agrees with the action from the Lagrangian BRST formalism if one chooseṡ G andΨ instead of G and Ψ as gauge fixing terms.
We have seen that there is a Lagrangian and a Hamiltonian approach. The latter contains conjugate momenta for all variables, hence brackets can be defined and charges constructed. We saw that the gauges G − 1 = 0 and Ψ = 0 in the Hamiltonian approach led to the same results after solving the algebraic field equations for the canonical momenta as the gaugeĠ = 0 andΨ = 0 in the Lagrangian approach. (We recall that G = 1 + 2H = L =φp +λπ λ +Ġp G +Ψp Ψ +ċπ c +ḃp b +γp γ +βπ β .
Next one factorizes the path integral into a minimal part with the fields (p, ϕ), (λ, π), (c, π c ) and (γ, p γ ), and a nonminimal part with the pairs (G, p G ), (Ψ, π Ψ ), (b, p b ) and (β, π β ). Finally one discards the latter, and reinterprets the momenta π c and p γ as the Lagrangian antighosts b and β, respectively. This yields then the action in (6.3) with d, ∆, h and ψ integrated out (removed by their algebraic field equations). This concludes our discussion of BRST formalism applied to our simple model. We obtained one result which is a bit surprising (or interesting): the differentiated gauge choicesĠ =Ψ = 0 in the Lagrangian approach correspond directly to the gauge choices G − 1 = Ψ = 0 in the Hamiltonian approach. On the other hand, the gauge choices G − 1 = Ψ = 0 in the Lagrangian approach did not correspond in a direct way to the Hamiltonian approach (we had to discard a sector). String theory uses Lagrangian gauge choices corresponding to G − 1 = Ψ = 0. Perhaps the corresponding differentiated gauge choices have advantages in certain respects.
